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JAGUAR F-  PACE
JAGUAR GEAR – ACCESSORIES
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THE JAGUAR STANDARD
World class engineering. Unrivalled craftsmanship. Optimum performance. 

You will find even more to love about Jaguar F-PACE with Jaguar accessories.  
The reason for this is simple. Every accessory has been rigorously engineered  
and tested by the same team that designed the car itself.

It’s all yours 

This guide will help you enhance and personalise your vehicle inside and  
out – to suit your priorities in life. You can also be reassured that each  
and every accessory will fit seamlessly with your vehicle, making it more  
capable, more stylish – and all yours.

You can find out more about Jaguar accessories at gear.jaguar.com

Vehicle shown on page 2 is fitted with Roof Cross Bars and a Ski/Snowboard Holder  
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YOUR JAGUAR F-PACE

EXPERIENCE JAGUAR GEAR
Your Jaguar F-PACE was designed to handle every twist and 
turn flawlessly and elegantly. With this in mind, our exclusively 
designed range of Jaguar accessories will live up to your  
high standards and maintain the aesthetics of your Jaguar.  
We offer a wide range of stylish and practical interior and 
exterior accessories to suit every lifestyle, whether you’re 
looking for design features, carrying components, wheels,  
or wheel accessories. 

METICULOUSLY DESIGNED  
AND ENGINEERED
Jaguar accessories are engineered by the same team who 
designed the car itself. They are the experts who understand 
every intimate detail of your Jaguar. Their expertise allows 
them to create accessories that complement its overall design, 
while optimising performance.

TESTED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS
All Jaguar accessories are rigorously tested and inspected to 
ensure absolute quality and lasting driving pleasure. They meet 
the exacting standards you expect from Jaguar while working in 
total harmony with your car. Accessories are tested in extreme 
hot and cold temperatures to ensure they will perform in all 
conditions, year round. Corrosion resistance testing ensures 
accessories can withstand demanding climates such as 
coastal conditions, while a series of tests ensures seamless 
integration with your Jaguar’s existing safety features. 

Accessories are also put through their paces via bespoke testing 
specific to their design, function and the materials from which 
they’re made. Exterior accessory testing, for example, includes: 

–  Exposure to up to two years of direct sunlight known  
as ‘Florida Weathering’

– Heat Ageing Test for 500 hours

– Extreme Heat Test ranging from -40°C to 80°C

–  Heat Shock Testing during which parts are cooled to -40°C  
for 16 hours, then heated to 70°C for 5 minutes

–  Humidity Resistance Test where accessories are subjected  
to 168 hours at 48°C in 95-100% humidity

–  Accelerated Environmental Cycle Testing comprising a 
relentless barrage of salt, dirt and dust to simulate a 
lifetime of real world driving.

QUALITY ASSURED
For additional peace of mind, all Jaguar accessories come 
with a minimum 12 month warranty. Or can be covered under 
your vehicle’s existing warranty if they’re purchased within 
the first month of ownership or 1,600 kilometres/1,000 miles 
(whichever comes first).

Vehicle shown on page 4 is fitted with Roof Cross Bars and a Fork Mounted Cycle Carrier
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EXTERIOR STYLING AND PROTECTION

Deployable Side Steps
These smart, practical steps make it easier to get 
in and out of the vehicle. Neatly stowed under the 
sills, the side steps automatically deploy as soon 
as the door is opened, or when activated by the 
key fob. They stow automatically when the door 
is closed. 

Bright Side Tubes
Highly polished stainless steel side tubes 
complement your vehicle’s exterior style.

Fixed Side Steps
The side steps aid entry and exit to the vehicle and 
improve access to the roof. 

Grille – Gloss Black
Gloss Black grille provides a High Gloss Black finish 
to the grille insert and surround accentuating the 
F-PACE’s dynamic appearance.

Side Power Vents – Gloss Black
Gloss Black side power vents provide a  
dynamic exterior styling enhancement.

Side Power Vents – Carbon Fibre
High grade Carbon Fibre side power vents provide 
a performance-inspired styling upgrade. 

All-Weather Car Cover
All-weather tailored cover for the F-PACE with the Jaguar logo. Protect your F-PACE from the elements including showers, frost and dust. Quick and easy to fit.
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EXTERIOR STYLING AND PROTECTION

Mirror Cover Kit – Gloss Black
Gloss Black mirror covers accentuate the dynamic 
design of the exterior mirrors.

Splash Guards – Front and Rear
Jaguar branded splash guards complement the lines of your vehicle, reduce spray and provide protection 
from dirt and stone chippings. 

Mirror Cover Kit – Chrome
Chrome mirror covers accentuate the stylish design 
of the exterior mirrors.

Mirror Cover Kit – Carbon Fibre
High grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers provide a performance-inspired styling upgrade.
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CARRYING

Ski/Snowboard Holder
A safe and secure Jaguar branded system 
for transporting winter sports equipment. 
Incorporates slider rails for easy loading.

Fork Mounted Cycle Carrier
Fitted to the roof, the fork mounted cycle carrier 
provides a simple and secure fitting with the bike 
front wheel removed, ideally suited to lightweight 
bikes and ‘racing’ wheels. Maximum cycle weight 
17kg per carrier.

Water Sports Carrier
A versatile system for transporting a variety 
of water sports equipment including a kayak 
or sailboard.

Wheel Mounted Cycle Carrier
An easy to fit, roof mounted, lockable cycle carrier 
which carries one bike per holder. A maximum of 
three holders can be fitted. Maximum cycle weight 
20kg per carrier.

Roof Cross Bars
Cross bars enable the use of a wide range of roof 
carrying accessories. 

Roof Luggage Box
Spacious 410 litre capacity lockable roof luggage 
box, measuring 175 x 82 x 45cm.

Vehicle shown on page 10 is fitted with Roof Cross Bars and a Water Sports Carrier
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CARRYING AND TOWING

Tow Bar Mounted Cycle Carrier
Premium tow ball mounted cycle carrier provides a convenient bike carrying solution with quick release loading attachments and secure locking mechanism. Clever design 
allows carrier to be tilted away from vehicle when fitted allowing access into the rear tailgate. 

Electrically Deployable Tow Bar
The towing system features an electrically deployed tow ball offering towing 
capability of up to 2,400kg, 100kg nose load. The electrically deployable tow 
ball has been designed to fit discreetly behind the bumper, providing a clean 
attractive finish. Includes a unique trailer light test facility which allows the driver 
to check without assistance if the trailer lights, including reverse and brake 
lights, are functioning correctly. The trailer light test is activated via either a 
switch in the luggage compartment or via the touchscreen, depending on the 
vehicle’s specification.

Detachable Tow Bar
The towing system features a detachable tow ball offering towing capability of up  
to 2,400kg, 100kg nose load. The detachable tow ball has been designed to fit into 
a dedicated stowage area under the luggage compartment floor when not in use.

The F-PACE bespoke towing system is optimised to work alongside the Trailer Stability Assist traction control system.  
This system detects when a dangerous trailer sway situation is developing and helps to regain control by gradually reducing 
speed through cutting engine power and applying the brakes.
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INTERIOR STYLING

Sill Treadplates – Union Jack
Elegantly styled stainless steel sill treadplate finisher for driver or passenger doors featuring a distinctly British design.

Luxury Carpet Mats
Luxurious, tailored 2,050g/m2 pile front carpet 
mats with embossed Jaguar logo and nubuck 
edge binding. The premium mats provide a well 
appointed finishing touch to the interior.

Gearshift Paddles – Aluminium/Aluminium Red
Replacement steering wheel gearshift paddles offered in a premium aluminium material providing a high 
quality finish to a key contact point in the vehicle. Manufactured from billet machined aluminium, the paddles 
are hand brushed for a premium finish and anodised to ensure they will not deteriorate with wear.
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INTERIOR PROTECTION

Luggage Compartment Partition Net
Convenient partition net fitting to luggage 
compartment ‘D’ loops and fixings in roof lining. 

Luggage Compartment Floor Net
Floor net provides additional enclosed storage 
in the luggage compartment and helps to secure 
loose items such as bags or small parcels.

Luggage Compartment Rubber Mat
This premium mat is tailored specifically to protect 
the luggage compartment. Light and durable, it is 
easily removable for cleaning.

Flexible Luggage Retainer
Provides a neat stowage solution to help secure luggage  
or other items within the luggage compartment area.

Rubber Mats
Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide 
added protection for your vehicle’s carpets. 

Flexible Luggage Compartment Liner
Heavy duty fabric liner helps protect luggage 
compartment floor, side trim and rear seat backs 
from dirty/wet equipment. Not applicable for 
vehicles with full size spare wheel.

Luggage Compartment Collapsible Organiser
Collapsible luggage compartment organiser keeps items from shifting during transport with two durable straps.
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Click and Play* 
The Click and Play holder is part of the Click and Go range. This removable tablet holder attachment can easily be positioned at multiple angles for in-cabin comfort  
and rear entertainment.

The Click and Go Base provides a platform for a multitude of options, whether you need to store a jacket crease-free  
with the Click and Hang attachment or entertain the family with Click and Play. All accessories seamlessly integrate with  
your Jaguar’s stylish interior, enabling you to create an environment that’s perfect for all your needs.

CLICK AND GO

Click and Hang
The Click and Hang is part of the Click and Go 
range. This removable coat hanger allows shirts or 
jackets to be kept crease-free whilst transporting. 
Also includes an integral hook for use outside 
the vehicle.

Click and Hook
The Click and Hook is part of the Click and Go 
range. This universal hook creates extra storage 
space for items to be hung, especially useful for 
handbags or groceries.

Click and Go – Base
The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat 
back system for second row passengers. The 
versatile Click and Go Base fixes between the 
headrest mountings and further attachments 
can be added to hold tablets, bags and shirts 
or jackets.

*Available for iPad Air, iPad mini 1-3, iPad 2-4 and Samsung 10.1"
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FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY

Sunshades – Side Windows/Rear Window
Easy to install and remove, these clip-in sun blinds fold for convenient stowage. Supplied with Jaguar 
branded stowage bag. 

Premium Seat Back Stowage
Bespoke seat back stowage offered in a premium 
high quality leather material provides a neat 
stowing solution in the cabin area for small/ 
handheld items. Features embossed Jaguar 
branding and high quality synthetic materials  
for interior compartments.

Activity Key 
For extra convenience, owners can lock their key  
fob inside their vehicle and wear the activity key 
wristband, alleviating the need to carry their 
conventional key fob. The wristband is lightweight, 
robust and fully waterproof allowing customers 
to participate in a range of activities, then regain 
access back into their own vehicle.

Seat Back Stowage
Convenient seat back stowage provides a neat 
stowing solution in the cabin area. Contains multiple 
compartments for stowing small/handheld items.

Central Armrest Cooler/Warmer 
Food and drinks cooler and warmer that acts as a rear centre armrest. With a leather-covered top, it is held in place by the centre seat belt and powered from the rear 
auxiliary socket. Ideal for long journeys with the family.
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PET PRODUCTS

Portable Rinse System
Designed to be used outside the vehicle, the 
portable rinse system provides a convenient 
solution for washing pets before loading or rinsing 
down other equipment from bikes to wetsuits.

Spill Resistant Water Bowl
Providing a convenient solution for use in transit or 
outside of the vehicle, the spill resistant water bowl 
incorporates a clever design feature which redirects 
water towards the centre of the bowl when the water 
is disturbed.

Pet Access Ramp
Designed with optimal dimensions and angle,  
the pet access ramp assists pets into the luggage 
compartment without the owner having to lift 
them, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry 
dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of 
their vehicle.

Foldable Pet Carrier
The foldable pet carrier provides a safe, comfortable 
environment for the transportation of pets, making 
it ideal for owners who regularly carry dogs or other 
pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle. 

Luggage Compartment Partition – Full Height
The luggage compartment partition is designed 
to safely secure dogs or other pets in the luggage 
compartment area and to prevent luggage from 
entering the passenger compartment.

Quilted Luggage Compartment Liner 
This tailored liner covers and protects all the 
carpeted areas of the luggage compartment 
including the floor, second row seat backs and 
luggage compartment side walls. 
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SAFETY

Child Seat – Group 0+
For babies from birth – 13kg (approximately 
birth to 12 – 15 months). Jaguar branded. Rearward 
facing on rear seat. Includes wind/sun canopy and 
padded and machine washable cover. Easy, height 
adjustable headrest and five-point harness with one-
pull adjustment. Can be installed with the vehicle’s 
three-point seat belt or the child seat ISOFIX base. 
Approved to European test standard ECE R44-04.

Child Seat – Group 1
For children from 76cm – 105cm tall (approximately 
15 months to 4 years, 9kg – 22kg). Jaguar branded. 
Forward facing on rear seat. Padded machine 
washable cover. One pull, height adjustable 
headrest and five-point harness. Improved side 
impact protection. Multi-position recline system. 
ISOFIX fitment only. Indicators confirm the ISOFIX 
has been correctly installed. Approved to European 
test standard ECE R129/01.

Child Seat – Group 2/3
For children 15kg – 36kg (approximately 4 to 
12 years). Jaguar branded. Forward facing on 
rear seat. Padded machine washable cover. Height 
adjustable headrest and upper seat belt guides 
ensure correct seat belt position. Improved side 
protection from deep, padded side wings. Can be 
installed with the vehicle’s three-point seat belt 
or ISOFIX system. Approved to European test 
standard ECE R44-04.
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19” Fan, 5 spoke,  
with Gloss Black finish

18” Aerodynamic, 10 spoke,  
with Silver finish

18” Lightweight, 15 spoke,  
with Silver finish

18” Vortex, 10 spoke,  
with Silver finish 

19” Bionic, 5 twin-spoke,  
with Grey Diamond Turned finish

19” Fan, 5 spoke,  
with Silver finish

20” Blade, 5 spoke,  
with Black finish

19” Razor, 7 twin-spoke,  
with Silver finish

WHEELS
Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring a wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

20” Venom, 5 twin-spoke,  
with Black finish 

22” Double Helix, 15 spoke,  
with Black finish and Dark inserts

22” Turbine, 9 spoke,  
with Grey Diamond Turned finish 

20” Templar, 5 twin-spoke,  
with Silver finish

22” Double Helix, 15 spoke,  
with Silver finish and Dark inserts

22” Turbine, 9 spoke,  
with Polished finish

20” Matrix, 10 twin-spoke,  
with Silver finish 

20” Blade, 5 spoke,  
with Grey Diamond Turned finish
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WHEEL ACCESSORIES

Styled Valve Caps
Add the finishing touch to your vehicle’s wheels 
with a range of unique custom valve caps.

Locking Wheel Nuts – Chrome
Protect your wheels with custom designed  
high-security Chrome locking wheel nuts. 

‘Growler’ Wheel Nuts
Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with 
Jaguar branded Black wheel nuts.

Wheel Cleaner – 500ml Trigger Spray  
Jaguar and Autoglym have collaborated to develop 
and rigorously test a unique high performance 
wheel cleaner. 

Wheel Centre Badge
A distinctive monochrome centre badge featuring 
the Jaguar logo with a Union Jack design providing 
a British twist.

Snow Traction System
Improved mobility in snow, mud and icy driving conditions with this high-grip snow chain traction system. Fits the rear wheels only.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Body Side Mouldings*

Enhances the side of your vehicle and provides protection for your 
door panels from accidental damage by adjacent vehicles. Painted in 
the vehicle’s body colour, ensuring a premium finish and maintaining 
the overall aesthetics for your F-PACE. This four piece side moulding 
kit is sold in primed condition to be painted by a Jaguar Retailer.

Not recommended 
for SVR T4A8210LML 18,377.25

Bright Side Tubes** Highly polished stainless steel side tubes complement the vehicle’s 
exterior style.

Not recommended 
for SVR T4A13311 49,872.70

Deployable Side Steps*** 

These smart, practical steps make it easier to get in and out of the 
vehicle. Neatly stowed under the sills, the side steps automatically 
deploy as soon as the door is opened, or when activated by the key 
fob. They stow automatically when the door is closed. The side steps 
are sensitive to obstructions. Automatic mode can be overridden to 
allow access to the roof when the doors are closed. The deployable 
side steps are compatible with front splash guards and feature a 
stainless steel finish with laser etched Jaguar branding.

Side step
Left side

Side step left side, side
step right side, harness, 
module and undershield 
are required for fitment. 
Recommend fitted
with front splash guards to
protect against the build
up of snow or ice in harsh
climates. Only applicable
for vehicles fitted with
DAB, Sirius XM, HD Radio,
SD Navigation or InControl
Touch Pro.

T4A12783 52,547.70

Side step 
Right side T4A12780 52,547.70

These components are required for fitment of deployable side steps.

Undershield T4A15374 13,021.90

Harness T4A14752 12,915.97

Module T4A16372 20,201.60

Fixed Side Steps***

The side steps aid entry to and exit from the vehicle and improve 
access to the roof. Design features Jaguar branding and includes 
bright stainless steel edge trim and a rubber tread mat, to 
complement the vehicle’s exterior styling cues.

Not recommended 
for SVR

Recommend fitted with 
front splash guards to 
protect against the build 
up of snow, ice or mud in 
extreme conditions.

T4A11848 54,743.34

Grille - Gloss Black Gloss Black grille provides a High Gloss Black finish to the grille 
insert and surround accentuating the F-PACE’s dynamic appearance.

Not recommended 
for SVR T4A6209 16,555.04

ACC 
Not recommended 
for SVR T4A6211 14,785.26

ACC and camera 
Not recommended 
for SVR

T4A6212 14,785.26

Camera  
Not recommended 
for SVR

T4A6210 14,785.26

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Mirror Cover Kit – Carbon Fibre High grade Carbon Fibre mirror covers provide a performance-
inspired styling upgrade. Sold as a vehicle set. T4A7226 57,159.40

Mirror Cover Kit – Gloss Black Gloss Black mirror covers accentuate the dynamic design of the 
exterior mirrors. Sold as a vehicle set. T4A12007 13,489.49

Mirror Cover Kit – Chrome Chrome mirror covers accentuate the stylish design of the  
exterior mirrors. Sold as a vehicle set. T4A7131 13,812.63

Side Power Vent – Carbon Fibre High grade Carbon Fibre side power vents provide a performance-
inspired styling upgrade.

Left side 
Not applicable for SVR T4A12419 23,257.52

Right side 
Not applicable for SVR T4A12418 23,257.52

Side Power Vent – Gloss Black

Gloss Black side power vents provide a dynamic exterior styling 
enhancement.

Left side 
Not applicable for SVR

Not applicable for R-Sport.

T4A27233 7,017.06

Right side 
Not applicable for SVR T4A27230 7,017.06

R-Sport branded Gloss Black side power vents provide a dynamic  
exterior styling enhancement.

Left side  
Not applicable for SVR

For R-Sport only.

T4A4309 5,391.73

Right side 
Not applicable for SVR T4A4306 5,391.73

Wind Deflectors – Side Window

Simple to fit and remove, these wind deflectors will add to front 
seat passenger comfort by allowing air to circulate the cabin whilst 
reducing draughts and preventing rain from entering the vehicle.  
Kit includes two front and two rear deflectors.

T4A7371 10,542.71

EXTERIOR STYLING EXTERIOR STYLING (CONTINUED)

*Price includes/excludes
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Splash Guards Jaguar branded splash guards complement the lines of your vehicle, 
reduce spray and provide protection from dirt and stone chippings. 

Front
Not applicable
for SVR

T4A18270 4,966.94

Rear
Not applicable
for SVR

T4A12743 4,966.94

All-Weather Car Cover
All-weather tailored cover for the F-PACE with the Jaguar logo. 
Protect your F-PACE from the elements including showers, frost  
and dust. Quick and easy to fit.

T4A4215 16,706.98

Bumper Protector

Convenient pull out protector provides protection for the rear 

from collecting dirt from the bumper during loading/unloading. 
Manufactured from a robust fabric material the bumper protector 
has been designed to concertina into the space under the luggage 
compartment floor for stowage.

T2H17216 5,844.34

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Water Sports Carrier** A versatile system for transporting a variety of water sports 
equipment including a kayak or sailboard. C2Z21730 9,878.24

Universal Lift and Load System

This roof loading aid fixes to your garage roof and allows you to lift 
equipment on to the vehicle with ease. It can also be used for storing 
the roof box conveniently when removed from the vehicle. Maximum 
weight limit is 100kg.

C2Z30775 7,835.61

Ratchet Strap Nylon tie strap for securing items to the cross bars. C2Z30776 1,096.75

Wheel Mounted Cycle Carrier**
An easy to fit, roof mounted, lockable cycle carrier which carries one 
bike per holder. A maximum of three holders can be fitted. Maximum 
cycle weight 20kg† per carrier.

Suitable for an adult sized 
bike. Small/child sized bike 
not applicable for fitment.

C2A1539 11,365.54

Fork Mounted Cycle Carrier**

Fitted to the roof, the fork mounted cycle carrier provides a simple 
and secure fitting with the bike front wheel removed, ideally suited 
to lightweight bikes and ‘racing’ wheels. A separate carrier is 
included for the front wheel. Easy to fit, lockable cycle carrier which 
carries one bike per holder. A maximum of three holders can be 
fitted. Maximum cycle weight 17kg† per carrier.

Carrier is not compatible 
with mountain bike front 
forks featuring 15mm 
diameter axles, 20mm fork 
axles are compatible. If up 
to two cycle carriers are 
fitted both bikes and front 
wheels can be carried on 
the vehicle’s roof. If three 
cycle carriers are fitted, 
front wheels to be carried 
inside the vehicle.

C2A1540 16,925.26

Tow Bar Mounted Cycle Carrier

Premium tow ball mounted cycle carrier provides a convenient bike 
carrying solution with quick release loading attachments and secure 
locking mechanism. Clever design allows carrier to be tilted away 
from vehicle when fitted allowing access into the rear tailgate. 
Maximum load capacity 40kg for 2 bike carrier and 51kg for 3 bike 
carrier (maximum per bike 20kg).

2 bike LHD
Towing required for 
fitment. Uses 13 pin 
electrics. Heat shield 
T2H35854 required for 
fitment and should be 
ordered separately.

C2Z22695 32,909.99

2 bike RHD C2Z22694 32,909.99

3 bike LHD C2Z22697 39,570.74

3 bike RHD C2Z22696 39,570.74

Heat Shield – Tow Bar Mounted 
Cycle Carrier

Required for use with two or three bike tow bar mounted cycle  
carriers on F-PACE. 2/3 bike T2H35854 4,311.03

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Roof Cross Bars*

Cross bars enable the use of a wide range of roof carrying 
accessories. Mounting to the factory-fit roof rails, F-PACE cross bars 
feature a new and unique quick release mechanism allowing the 
cross bars to be easily fitted or removed without the use of tools.

Roof rails are required  
for fitment. T4A13875 16,592.49

Roof Luggage Box** Spacious 410 litre capacity lockable roof luggage box, measuring  
175 x 82 x 45cm. C2C41628 30,060.58

Ski/Snowboard Holder**
A safe and secure Jaguar branded system for transporting winter 
sports equipment. Incorporates slider rails for easy loading. For four 
pairs of skis or two snowboards.

T2H45726 11,190.06

Ski Bag

Jaguar ski bag designed to fit through the retailer fit ski hatch, or 
with the rear 60:40 seat(s) folded down. Manufactured from durable 
600D polyester the ski bag features padded construction to provide 
protection and removable shoulder straps to aid carrying. Carries up 
to two pairs of skis and poles up to 180cm long.

C2Z23531 8,071.01

EXTERIOR PROTECTION CARRYING (CONTINUED)

CARRYING

*Roof rails and cross bars are required for F-PACE roof mounted accessories. Roof rails are factory-fit only and must be ordered at time of vehicle order. **Requires roof cross bars T4A13875. 
 
**Requires roof cross bars T4A13875.  †Consideration should always be given to vehicle’s maximum roof load capacity to ensure this is not exceeded.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Towing System – Electrically 
Deployable Tow Bar

The F-PACE bespoke towing system is optimised to work alongside 
the Trailer Stability Assist traction control system. This system 
detects when a dangerous trailer sway situation is developing and 
helps to regain control by gradually reducing speed through cutting 
engine power and applying the brakes. The towing system features 

2,400kg, 100kg nose load. The electrically deployable tow ball has 
been designed to fit discreetly behind the bumper, providing a clean 
attractive finish. Includes a unique trailer light test facility which 
allows the driver to be able to check without assistance if the trailer 
lights, including reverse and brake lights, are functioning correctly. 
The trailer light test is activated via either a switch in the luggage 
compartment or via the touchscreen, depending on the vehicle’s 
specification.

The system includes 13 
pin towing electrics. Rear 
undertray and towing 
module required for 
fitment. Towing module 
not required if vehicle is 
equipped with 
deployable side steps.

T4A16306 89,904.61

Towing System – Detachable 
Tow Bar

The F-PACE bespoke towing system is optimised to work alongside 
the Trailer Stability Assist traction control system. This system 
detects when a dangerous trailer sway situation is developing and 
helps to regain control by gradually reducing speed through cutting 
engine power and applying the brakes. The towing system features 

100kg nose load. The detachable tow ball has been designed to fit 
into a dedicated stowage area under the luggage compartment 
floor when not in use.

The system includes 13 
pin towing electrics. Rear 
undertray and towing 
module required for 
fitment. Towing module 
not required if vehicle is 
equipped with deployable 
side steps. Tow ball 
stowage foam required for 
Pure, Prestige and R-Sport.

T4A16305 40,317.60

Towing System – Rear Undertray The rear undertray is a component required for fitment of all  
towing systems. T4A8614 3,260.29

Towing System – Towing Module The module, including bracket, is a component required for fitment 
of the towing system.

Not required if vehicle is 
equipped with deployable 
side steps.

T4A16372 20,201.60

Towing System – Tow Ball 
Stowage Foam

The tow ball stowage foam is a component required for fitment of 
the detachable tow bar towing system.

For Pure, Prestige  
and R-Sport T4A3856PVJ 2,477.05

Towing System – Towing 
Receiver

The F-PACE bespoke towing system is optimised to work alongside 
the Trailer Stability Assist traction control system. This system 
detects when a dangerous trailer sway situation is developing and 
helps to regain control by gradually reducing speed through cutting 
engine power and applying the brakes. The towing receiver for the 
Australian and NAS markets has an approved towing capacity of up 
to 2,400kg, 175kg nose load.

Australia only
Trailer hitch kit available 
separately.  Rear undertray 
and towing module are 
required for fitment. 
Towing module not 
required if vehicle is 
equipped with 
deployable side steps.

T4A16308 39,570.74

NAS only T4A16307 40,956.39

Towing System – Tow Hitch
with a 50mm ball. Australia only T4A6275 12,537.19

with two interchangable ball sizes, 2" and 1 1/4". NAS only T4A6274 12,537.19

TOWING
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Towing Electrics – 13 Pin to 12N 
Adaptor*

This adaptor plugs into the 13 pin towing electrics to allow the use of 
trailers or tow mounted accessories equipped with 12N.

13 pin towing electrics are 
required for fitment. C2Z21497 2,939.29

Towing Electrics – 13 Pin to 12N 
and 12S Adaptor*

This adaptor plugs into the 13 pin towing electrics to allow the use of 
trailers or tow mounted accessories equipped with 12N/12S. 

13 pin towing electrics are 
required for fitment. C2Z21496 6,137.52

Lighting Board board comes complete with four metre extension cable and 
elasticated attachment straps.

LHD T2H7735 9,512.30

RHD T2H7736 9,512.30

Tow Strap
This tough resistant strap can safely pull a load to the towing 
capacity of the vehicle. The storage bag can double up as a warning 
flag if placed in the middle of the strap.

T2H7951 5,318.97

TOWING (CONTINUED)

*Jaguar towing electrics are capable of powering caravans, trailers or lighting boards including those fitted with rear mounted LED lamp kits. However there is a minimum current required which some 
auxiliary lighting may not support. Please refer to the Owner’s Handbook for details of the minimum and maximum electrical loading supported.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Gearshift Paddles 
aluminium material providing a high quality finish to a key contact 
point in the vehicle. Manufactured from billet machined aluminium, 
the paddles are hand brushed for a premium finish and anodised to 
ensure they will not deteriorate with wear.

Aluminium
Automatic
transmission only
Standard on SVR Requires paddle shifter 

feature in base vehicle. 

T2R6547MMU 25,436.04

Aluminium Red
Automatic
transmission only

T2R6547CAY 29,150.01

Sill Treadplates Elegantly styled stainless steel sill treadplate finisher for driver or 
passenger doors featuring a distinctly British design.

Union Jack, Espresso T4A5867AAM 11,695.10

Union Jack, Ebony T4A5867PVJ 11,695.10

Union Jack, Oyster T4A5867AMT 11,695.10

Luxury Carpet Mats
Luxurious, tailored 2,050gm2 pile front carpet mats with embossed 
Jaguar logo and nubuck edge binding. The premium mats provide a 
well appointed finishing touch to the interior.

Espresso, LHD T4A5528AAM ไมมีจำหนาย

Espresso, RHD T4A5527AAM 15,877.73

Ebony, LHD T4A5528PVJ ไมมีจำหนาย

Ebony, RHD T4A5527PVJ 18,104.40

Oyster, LHD T4A5528AMT 14,199.97

Oyster, RHD T4A5527AMT 14,199.97

Luggage Compartment Finisher

Luggage compartment finisher enhances the luggage compartment 
area and protects the lip when loading or unloading. Manufactured 
from stainless steel with a brushed, bright finish, it provides a premium 
finish to the luggage compartment area with subtle illumination.

Illuminated T4A4073PVJ 25,060.47

INTERIOR STYLING
PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Flexible Luggage  
Compartment Liner

Heavy duty fabric liner helps protect luggage compartment floor, 
side trim and rear seat backs from dirty/wet equipment. 

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel. T4A5567 10,138.25

Flexible Luggage Retainer Provides a neat stowage solution to help secure luggage or other 
items within the luggage compartment area.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel. C2D49365 1,518.33

Luggage Compartment 
Collapsible Organiser

Collapsible luggage compartment organiser keeps items from 
shifting during transport with two durable straps.

T2H7752 4,624.54

Medium  
NAS only C2C28120 ไมมีจำหนาย

Luggage Compartment  
Floor Net

Floor net provides additional enclosed storage in the luggage 
compartment and helps to secure loose items such as bags or  
small parcels.

T2H7746 4,527.17

Luggage Compartment  
Partition

The luggage compartment partition is designed to prevent cargo 
from entering the passenger compartment.

Full height
ECE 17 approved.
Not compatible with rear
luggage compartment
cover or rubber luggage
compartment liner. 
Full height partition not
applicable for vehicles  
withfull size spare wheel.

T4A11739 17,842.25

Half height T4A11740 16,220.13

compartment partition to separate the loadspace into two  
sections across the width of the vehicle.

Divider

Requires luggage 
compartment partition –  
full height or half 
height for fitment. Not 
compatible with rear 
luggage compartment 
cover or rubber luggage 
compartment liner. Not 
applicable for vehicles  
with full size spare wheel.

 T4A11741 10,138.25

Luggage Compartment  
Partition Net

Convenient partition net fitting to luggage compartment ‘D’ loops 
and fixings in roof lining.

Not compatible with 
anything covering luggage 
compartment floor. Not 
for use with rear luggage 
compartment cover. Not 
applicable for vehicles  
with full size spare wheel.

T4A8449 7,664.41

INTERIOR PROTECTION
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Luggage Compartment  
Rubber Mat

This premium mat is tailored specifically to protect the luggage 
compartment. Light and durable, it is easily removable for cleaning.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel. T4A16371 8,692.68

Luggage Compartment  
Rubber Mat Extension compartment mat this mat extension provides protection to the 

back of the rear seats when folded down.
T4A4219 4,054.23

Protective Second Row  
Seat Cover

Protects back of front seats, floor and second row seats from mud,  
dirt and wear and tear. Machine washable. Includes headrest and  
armrest covers.

Not applicable for SVR T2H17239 12,928.81

Rubber Mats Hard wearing Jaguar branded rubber mats provide added 
protection for your vehicle’s carpets.

LHD
Sold as a vehicle set.

T4A5564 8,110.60

RHD T4A5563 10,055.86

Waterproof Seat Covers Help protect seats from mud, dirt, wear and tear. Easily fitted and 
machine washable.  

Ebony, Front 
Not applicable for SVR T4A5565PVJ 13,713.12

Ebony, Rear 
Not applicable for SVR T4A5568PVJ 15,671.22

Oyster, Front 
Not applicable for SVR T4A5565AMT 13,713.12

Oyster, Rear 
Not applicable for SVR T4A5568AMT 15,671.22

INTERIOR PROTECTION (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Activity Key

For extra convenience, owners can lock their key fob inside their 
vehicle and wear the activity key wristband, alleviating the need 
to carry their conventional key fob. The wristband is lightweight, 
robust and fully waterproof allowing customers to participate in a 
range of activities, then regain access back into their own vehicle. 
Conventional key fob is deactivated for total security.

Wristband Activity key preparation  
kit is required for fitment. T4A13653 7,695.44

The vehicle preparation kit is a component required for fitment of 
the activity key. Vehicle Preparation Kit T4A12643 17,055.80

Click and Go – Base

The Click and Go range is a multi-purpose seat back system for 
second row passengers. The versatile Click and Go Base fixes 
between the headrest mountings and further attachments can be 
added to hold tablets, bags and shirts or jackets. Each attachment  
is sold separately. The base can be easily removed when not in use.

Not applicable for SVR Required for fitment of 
Click and Go attachments. J9C2168 1,631.75

Click and Hang

The Click and Hang is part of the Click and Go range. This 
removable coat hanger allows shirts or jackets to be kept  
crease-free whilst transporting.  Also includes an integral  
hook for use outside the vehicle.

Not applicable for SVR

Click and Go Base  
required for fitment.

J9C2167 3,988.96

Click and Hook
The Click and Hook is part of the Click and Go range. This universal 
hook creates extra storage space for items to be hung, especially 
useful for handbags or groceries.

Not applicable for SVR J9C2169 2,295.15

Click and Play
The Click and Play holder is part of the Click and Go range. This 
removable tablet holder attachment can easily be positioned at 
multiple angles for in-cabin comfort and rear entertainment.

iPad 2 - 4 
Not applicable for SVR J9C2163 7,787.46

iPad Air 
Not applicable for SVR J9C2164 7,757.50

iPad mini 1 - 3
Not applicable for  
iPad mini 4
Not applicable for SVR

J9C2165 7,757.50

Samsung 10.1" 
Not applicable for SVR J9C2166 6,969.98

Garage Door Opener 
(Homelink®)

This system features a Homelink® universal transmitter fitted to 
the underside of the rear view mirror. This transmitter can be 

devices such as garage doors, automatic gates or security lights.  
The system can be used to replace several remote handsets with  
one convenient device. 

Applicable only for 
 vehicles equipped  
with electrochromic  
rear view mirror.

T4A2649 22,541.69

NAS and 
Mexico only T4A2648 22,541.69

FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY

iPad is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. HomeLink® is a registered trademark of Gentex Corporation.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Central Armrest Cooler/Warmer

Food and drinks cooler and warmer that acts as a rear centre 
armrest. With a leather-covered top, it is held in place by the centre 
seat belt and powered from the rear auxiliary socket. Ideal for long 
journeys with the family.

T2H7739 31,438.74

Seat Back Stowage
Convenient seat back stowage provides a neat stowing solution in 
the cabin area. Contains multiple compartments for stowing small/
handheld items.

Not applicable for SVR T2H7760 5,826.15

Premium Seat Back Stowage leather material provides a neat stowing solution in the cabin area 
for small/handheld items. Features embossed Jaguar branding and 
high quality synthetic materials for interior compartments.

Not applicable for SVR C2Z24589 12,775.80

Sunshades Easy to install and remove, these clip-in sun blinds fold for 
convenient stowage. Supplied with Jaguar branded stowage bag.

Side windows T4A4052 5,847.55

Rear window T4A4053 7,099.45

UV Sunshade
Tailor-made for the F-PACE windscreen and features Jaguar 
branding. Reflects the sun’s rays and helps to keep the interior of  
the vehicle cool.

Front windscreen T4A18303 6,660.75

Luggage Compartment Rails Luggage compartment luggage rails and sliding ‘D’ loops facilitate 
the use of a variety of other accessories.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel. T4A11918 16,298.24

Luggage Compartment  
Retention Kit

The luggage retention kit consists of a pack of attachments that fix 
into the luggage compartment rails via a quick lock/quick release 
system to provide a flexible solution for retaining items.  
The attachment pack includes a retractable strap with inertia  
reel and telescopic rod.

Requires luggage 
compartment rails for 
fitment. Not applicable  
for vehicles with full size 
spare wheel.

C2Z31984 11,362.33

Jump Cables Jump cable set. T2H7740 9,525.14

Battery Conditioner

Diagnoses, monitors and maintains the battery at optimum levels 
ensuring prolonged battery life and reliability. Features integrated 
wiring and a dedicated DIN socket within the luggage compartment 
area, providing convenience and ease of use.

EU only C2P24104 9,403.16

UK only C2P24103 10,150.02

US only C2P25122 3,407.95

Separate battery conditioner install kit required for  
US battery conditioner.

Install Kit
US only C2P25121 6,766.68

FUNCTION AND TECHNOLOGY (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Pet Access Ramp

Designed with optimal dimensions and angle, the pet access ramp 
assists pets into the luggage compartment without the owner 
having to lift them, making it ideal for owners who regularly carry 
dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle. 
The ramp is suitable for use for pets up to 85kg and features 
aluminium side panels and a plastic centre section with a high-grip 
tread pattern. Rubber feet help to prevent the ramp slipping and 
retaining straps secure it to the luggage compartment ‘D’ loops, 
providing a lightweight but robust, practical solution. The ramp 
weighs 6kg and can be folded for stowage in the stowage bag 
provided. Height 11cm, width 41cm, length when open 163cm and 
length when closed 73cm.

Standard T2H38744 18,575.20

Spill Resistant Water Bowl

Providing a convenient solution for use in transit or outside of  
the vehicle, the spill resistant water bowl incorporates a clever  
design feature which redirects water towards the centre of the  
bowl when the water is disturbed, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in their vehicle. The bowl retains 
an open area allowing your pet to take a drink at all times, has an 
anti-slip rubber base and also a retention strap for securing it to 
the luggage compartment ‘D’ loop. The bowl has a spill resistant 
capacity of 350ml.

T2H38743 2,820.52

Portable Rinse System

Designed to be used outside the vehicle, the portable rinse system 
provides a convenient solution for washing pets before loading or 
rinsing down other equipment from bikes to wetsuits. Depending 
on the setting selected, this portable rinse system will deliver a 
minimum of two minutes of continuous water flow through a shower 
hose style attachment. Without the need for batteries or external 
power, the system utilises pressure captured when filling from a tap, 
and an integrated hand pump allows the user to pressurise if filling 
the water tank away from home. Featuring a Jaguar branded cover 
and handle, with an additional stowage bag it can be secured to 
the luggage compartment ‘D’ loops during transit, making it ideal 
for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage 
compartment of their vehicle. 

T2H38746 16,808.63

Foldable Pet Carrier

The foldable pet carrier provides a safe, comfortable environment 
for the transportation of pets, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of 
their vehicle. Manufactured from a durable 600D nylon the foldable 
pet carrier has a lightweight metal frame and includes a quilted 
fabric cushion, net windows and a spring loaded locking mechanism 
which snaps into place when required. Reinforced carry handles and 
corner pieces provide a premium finish, with a side pocket providing 
a convenient stowage option for other pet accessories or small 
items. Height 52cm, width 52cm, length 72cm. 

T2H38745 17,189.55

PET PRODUCTS
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PET PRODUCTS (CONTINUED)

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Quilted Luggage  
Compartment Liner

This tailored liner covers and protects all the carpeted areas of the 
luggage compartment including the floor, second row seat backs 
and luggage compartment side walls. Manufactured from a soft 
quilted fabric, with an integral rubber base and detachable bumper 
protector it is easy to wipe clean, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of 
their vehicle.

Compatible with full height 
luggage partition. Not 
compatible with full size 
spare wheel.

T4A33045 17,708.50

Luggage Compartment Partition
The luggage compartment partition is designed to safely secure  
dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment area and to 
prevent luggage from entering the passenger compartment. 

Full height

ECE 17 approved. Not 
compatible with rear 
luggage compartment 
cover or rubber luggage 
compartment. Not 
applicable for vehicles with 
full size spare wheel. 

T4A11739 17,842.25

Luggage Compartment  
Rubber Mat

This premium mat is tailored specifically to protect the luggage 
compartment from wet pets and muddy paws. Light and durable, 
it is easily removable for cleaning, making it ideal for owners who 
regularly carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of 
their vehicle.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel. T4A16371 8,692.68

Pet Luggage Compartment 
Protection Pack

Designed to provide protection and easy cleaning of the luggage 
compartment from wet and muddy paws. Combines the quilted 
luggage compartment liner, full height luggage partition and spill 
resistant water bowl. The perfect solution for owners who regularly 
carry dogs or other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel.

T4A11739 
T2H38743 
T4A33045

38,371.27

Pet Transportation Pack

Convenient option to provide a comfortable environment for 
transporting pets, which can be fitted or removed quickly as and 
when required. Combines the foldable pet carrier, spill resistant 
water bowl and luggage compartment rubber mat. The perfect 
solution for owners who regularly carry dogs or other pets in the 
luggage compartment of their vehicle.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel.

T4A16371 
T2H38743 
T2H38745

28,702.75

Pet Care and Access Pack

everything required is to hand to transport pets in comfort. 
Combines the full height luggage partition, quilted luggage 
compartment liner, pet access ramp and portable rinse system.  
The perfect solution for owners who regularly carry dogs or  
other pets in the luggage compartment of their vehicle.

Not applicable for vehicles 
with full size spare wheel.

T4A11739 
T2H38744 
T2H38746 
T4A33045

70,934.58

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Child Seats*

Group 0+. For babies from birth - 13kg (approximately birth to  
12 - 15 months). Jaguar branded. Rearward facing on rear seat. 
Includes wind/sun canopy and padded and machine washable  
cover. Easy, height adjustable headrest and five-point harness  
with one-pull adjustment. Can be installed with the vehicle’s three-
point seat belt or the child seat ISOFIX base. Approved to  
European test standard ECE R44-04.

Compatible with ISOFIX 
base – C2D52042. C2D52043 15,955.84

Group 1. For children from 76cm - 105cm tall (approximately 15 
months to 4 years, 9kg - 22kg). Jaguar branded. Forward facing 
on rear seat. Padded machine washable cover. One pull, height 
adjustable headrest and five-point harness. Improved side impact 
protection. Multi-position recline system. ISOFIX fitment only. 
Indicators confirm the ISOFIX has been correctly installed. Approved 
to European test standard R129/01.

ISOFIX system anchors the 
seat directly to the vehicle’s 
ISOFIX connection points.

C2D59746 36,828.33

Group 2/3. For children 15kg - 36kg (approximately 4 to 12 years). 
Jaguar branded. Forward facing on rear seat. Padded machine 
washable cover. Height adjustable headrest and upper seat belt 
guides ensure correct seat belt position. Improved side protection 
from deep, padded side wings. Can be installed with the vehicle’s 
three-point seat belt or ISOFIX system. Approved to European test 
standard ECE R44-04.

Compatible with ISOFIX 
mounting. Child seat 
includes ISOFIX system 
which anchors the seat 
directly to the vehicle’s 
ISOFIX connection points.

C2D52045 20,608.20

Child Seat - ISOFIX Base* ISOFIX base for use with the child seat – Group 0+ (birth - 13kg) – 
infant carrier C2D52043. C2D52042 12,380.97

Fire Extinguisher** including petrol and electrical.

Only compatible with  
10-way electrically 
adjustable seats.

T2H7129 7,052.37

First Aid Kit** Treat minor injuries with this comprehensive first aid kit. T4N9157 1,848.96

Warning Triangle** Warning triangle for emergency use. Comes complete with integral 
stand and stows in luggage compartment. T2H7754 1,567.55

Bulb Kit** Spare bulbs to ensure you remain within ECE Regulations. T4N7503 7,242.83

SAFETY

*Children are safer when correctly restrained in the rear of a vehicle. **Legislative requirement to carry in vehicle in certain countries.
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PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

18” Aerodynamic, 10 spoke, with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel

Personalise your vehicle with a selection of alloy wheels featuring a 
wide range of contemporary and dynamic designs.

Not applicable
for SVR

T4A2304 28,914.61

18” Lightweight, 15 spoke, with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel T4A1085 25,102.20

18” Vortex, 10 spoke, with Silver 
finish, Alloy Wheel T4A2305 26,040.59

19” Bionic, 5 twin-spoke, with 
Grey Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

T4A12372 34,712.94

19” Fan, 5 spoke, with Gloss 
Black finish, Alloy Wheel T4A9970 36,279.42

19” Fan, 5 spoke, with Silver 
finish, Alloy Wheel T4A3988 36,279.42

19” Razor, 7 twin-spoke, with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel T4A2306 34,712.94

20” Blade, 5 spoke, with Black 
finish, Alloy Wheel T4A4438 49,287.41

20” Blade, 5 spoke, with  
Grey Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

T4A4437 49,287.41

20” Matrix, 10 twin-spoke, with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel T4A2309 45,134.74

20” Templar, 5 twin-spoke, with 
Silver finish, Alloy Wheel T4A2308 45,134.74

20” Venom, 5 twin-spoke, with 
Black finish, Alloy Wheel T4A3803 46,623.11

20” Venom, 5 twin-spoke, with 
Grey Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

T4A3802 55,854.40

22” Double Helix, 15 spoke, with 
Black finish and Dark inserts, 
Alloy Wheel

T4A3797 64,362.64

22” Double Helix, 15 spoke, with 
Silver finish and Dark inserts, 
Alloy Wheel

T4A3796 57,806.75

22” Turbine, 9 spoke, with  
Grey Diamond Turned finish, 
Alloy Wheel

T4A3798 69,391.64

22” Turbine, 9 spoke, with 
Polished finish, Alloy Wheel T4A3799 76,085.56

WHEELS

For full applicability please speak to your Jaguar Retailer. Price excludes fitment of tyre to rim and is per wheel rim only.

PRODUCT NAME DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER PRICE (THB)

Styled Valve Caps Add the finishing touch to your vehicle’s wheels with a range of 
unique custom valve caps.

Black Jack C2D19598 2,130.37

Jaguar ‘Growler’ C2D54161 1,567.55

Union Jack C2D19599 2,067.27

Black Jack
NAS only C2D24287 ยานหำจีมมไ

Jaguar ‘Growler’
NAS only C2C39770 ยานหำจีมมไ

Nitrogen N2 Logo 
NAS only C2D25249 ยานหำจีมมไ

Union Jack 
NAS only C2D24286 ยานหำจีมมไ

‘Growler’ Wheel Nuts Enhance the look of your vehicle’s wheels with Jaguar branded 
Black or Chrome wheel nuts.

Black T4A11435 18,335.52

Chrome T4A11434 18,335.52

Locking Wheel Nuts Protect your wheels with custom designed high-security Black or 
Chrome locking wheel nuts.

Black T4A11437 8,066.73

Chrome T4A11436 8,066.73

Wheel Centre Badge A distinctive monochrome centre badge featuring the Jaguar logo 
with a Union Jack design providing a British twist. Union Jack T2R5513 1,894.97

Snow Sock Winter Traction Aid*
An innovative lightweight textile snow and ice traction aid for use on 
roads in winter conditions. Easy and quick to attach, packs down for 
easy stowage. Fitment to all four wheels is recommended.

Pack 689  
20” wheels. T4A11492 ยานหำจีมมไ

Snow Traction System* Improved mobility in snow, mud and icy driving conditions with this 
high-grip snow chain traction system. Fits the rear wheels only. only. T4A11438 35,260.78

Space Saver Spare Wheel vehicles equipped with the line fit tyre repair kit.
Not applicable
for SVR

Tyre must be ordered 
separately. T4A12779 21,548.73

Tyre Pressure Gauge

Digital tyre pressure gauge which stores recommended pressure 
and has a 360° rotating nozzle to locate tyre valve, LED light, tread 
depth gauge, measuring in psi, bar, kpa, kg/cm2 and comes complete 
with storage case.

C2P24751 2,070.45

Tyre Repair Kit Consists of sealant and air compressor to be used in emergency 
puncture situation.

T2H15008 8,692.68

Wheel Cleaner – 500ml  
Trigger Spray

Jaguar and Autoglym have collaborated to develop and rigorously 
test a unique high performance wheel cleaner. This specially 
formulated alloy wheel cleaner is the only wheel cleaning 
product approved as compliant with Jaguar’s exacting technical 

C2D20074 772.54

Wheel Cleaner Brush This shaped wheel cleaner brush is specifically designed to the 
contours of your vehicle’s wheels. C2D16488 998.31

WHEEL ACCESSORIES

*For size applicability please speak to your Jaguar Retailer.
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Jaguar Land Rover Limited 
 

Coventry, CV3 4LF, United Kingdom

Registered in England Number: 1672070

gear.jaguar.com

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Jaguar Land Rover Limited is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and production of its vehicles and  

 
 

Retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Limited by any express or implied undertaking or representation. Comparisons are  
based on manufacturer’s own data and testing prior to publication.

COLOURS
The colours reproduced here are subject to the limitations of the printing process and may therefore vary slightly from the actual  
vehicle. The company reserves the right to alter or withdraw any colour finish without notice. Some of these colours may not be  
obtainable in your country. Please check availability of colours and current specifications with your Jaguar Retailer. Distributors and  
retailers are not agents of Jaguar Land Rover Limited and have absolutely no authority to bind Jaguar Land Rover Limited to any  
express or implied undertaking or representation.

ENVIRONMENTAL INNOVATION AT JAGUAR
Jaguar is committed to reducing dependency on fossil fuels, using fewer natural resources and creating less waste as part of our  
approach to responsible and sustainable business development. Search ‘Jaguar Environmental Innovation’ for more details.

Meridian is the registered trademark of Meridian Audio Ltd. 

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Jaguar Land Rover Limited  
 

the safety of other road users.

*Selling Price is inclusive of 7% VAT.

VEHICLE SHOWN FRONT COVER – F-PACE IN FIRENZE RED (MARKET DEPENDENT) 
FRONT COVER IMAGE FEATURES ROOF CROSS BARS AND ROOF LUGGAGE BOX.

VEHICLE SHOWN REAR COVER – F-PACE IN FIRENZE RED (MARKET DEPENDENT) 
REAR COVER IMAGE FEATURES TOWING SYSTEM AND TOW BAR MOUNTED CYCLE CARRIER
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